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Abstract
Audio description (AD), an additional narration track that conveys essential visual information in
a media work, is imperative for improving video accessibility for people who identify as blind or
low vision (BLV). The AD creation process includes three primary steps: writing the script,
recording the voiceover, and mixing the narration track with existing video audio. Despite being
the primary beneficiaries of AD, BLV individuals are limited in how they can contribute to the AD
writing process due to technology inaccessibility and societal biases. The BLV community and
sighted allies advocate for including BLV individuals in the AD creation pipeline, as their expert
end-user perspectives lead to high quality descriptions. In this thesis, I (1) design, prototype,
and test AccessibleAD, a system to make writing audio description more accessible, (2) surface
qualitative insights on audio description accessibility from interviews with AD audiences and
writers, and (3) analyze what visual context and features are desired or necessary for BLV
writers when writing AD. From user studies with six members of the BLV community, I uncover
accessibility challenges with current AD writing systems and find that BLV AD writers seek to
have a detailed objective understanding of character identities, background settings, and
actions while crafting engaging AD. This thesis expands on existing literature regarding
co-designing systems with BLV end users and builds a foundation for understanding how to
expand BLV engagement with audio description writing.
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Introduction

Background and Motivation
For over 300 million blind and low vision (BLV) people across the world [10], audio descriptions
are a critical extension to the storytelling occurring on screen. Audio description (AD), as
defined by the American Council of the Blind, is “the descriptive narration of key visual elements
of live theater, television, movies, and other media to enhance their enjoyment by consumers
who are blind or have low vision” [2]. As the quantity of digital video content produced grows
each year, the need for audio described videos grows rapidly alongside it. [1]

Each portion of the AD pipeline, from writing to production, is essential for conveying human
emotion and artistry in entertainment. Audio description companies now consult a handful of
BLV audience members when writing AD [22], but there is still a major difference between
serving as a consultant and being a scriptwriter. For example, the priorities of audio description
script writers may not always align with the needs of BLV audiences, who wish to hear more
about characters’ races, costumes, and disabilities [25]. Furthermore, disabled people are
frustratingly subjected to sanitized entertainment experiences by sighted writers, which often
takes the form of being offered PG-rated descriptions for R-rated scenes [26]. Despite the
proliferation of audio description across most entertainment platforms, BLV audiences cite the
lack of description quality and consistency as a primary grievance [24].

There are many stigmas surrounding involving BLV people in the audio description creation
process. BLV and sighted audiences alike hold beliefs that BLV creatives cannot create high
quality descriptions and that their “writing is of lower quality because [they] have to synthesize
information in a different way” [12], as evidenced through a lack of employment opportunities for
BLV writers [21]. There are very few blind and low vision audio description writers employed in
the AD industry today. Ren Leach, a blind voiceover talent, confronted this issue by asking: “If
#AudioDescription is intended for #Blind #LowVision people, why is it that the AD creators are
not recruiting from the blind community and why are their methods so entrenched in visually
based creative processes? I am not a fan of empty promises of inclusion.” [13].
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As the primary consumers of AD, blind and low vision individuals must have the same
opportunities as sighted people to participate in the creative process of creating audio
descriptions. The reasons for this are twofold:

1. BLV users deserve to have fair and equal access to employment opportunities, and
2. AD created or informed by blind and low vision perspectives is of a higher quality and

accounts for the needs of BLV audiences.

To understand the perspectives of BLV people on audio descriptions, I conducted
semi-structured interviews with eight blind and low vision audio description users. During the
interviews, I also asked participants to audio describe two short videos using a prototyped
system with pre-written descriptions and video navigation controls. They were permitted to ask
quantifiable and yes / no questions regarding the video visuals in a simulation of an automated
visual question answering system (VQA), which better illuminated the information that BLV
audiences believe is important for having a fuller understanding of a clip. Upon completion of
the AD task, participants were asked to rate their satisfaction with the descriptions they had
written, as well as with the prototyped system and the overall experience of writing audio
description as a blind or low vision individual.

By proposing, designing, and evaluating voice-based query interactions within the context of
creating audio descriptions, this work explores how blind and low vision audio description
writers can independently participate in the AD creation process. Advancements in knowledge
about BLV interactions with VQA can also provide insight into future implementations of this
technology, such as in personal voice assistants. Exploring technological solutions in an
unconsidered space for increasing BLV involvement can greatly impact future efforts for the
necessary inclusion of disabled users.

Research Questions
Through this study, I work towards understanding how to provide equal access to AD creation
and to combat stigmas against blind and low vision AD writers. The primary questions I seek to
answer are as follows:

1. What context is necessary or desired for blind and low vision writers to independently
write artistic audio descriptions?

2. What features are the most accessible, efficient, and effective for blind and low vision AD
writers?

3. How can more blind or low vision creatives become involved in audio description
production pipelines?

Contributions
This research expands on previous work in making audio description more widely accessible,
with a specific focus on the creation and curation of accessible videos. This thesis is the first to
explore the usage of simulated VQA systems to make the AD writing process more accessible
for BLV writers, and is also one of the first to evaluate the impact of technology on audio
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description writing workflows. It is critical to co-design with BLV writers and BLV audiences to
develop the most accessible audio description writing experience for blind and low vision
people.

The technical contribution of this thesis is AccessibleAD, a prototype of a system that enhances
BLV access to AD writing. Using this system, blind or low vision AD writers can either work with
visual question answering technology or with sighted individuals to ask questions and receive
additional details about visual scenes. Lastly, I provide recommendations and design
considerations for future accessible AD writing systems and address the stigma facing BLV
audio description writers, informed by interviews and usability studies with BLV audiences and
writers of audio description.

Related Work
From the first conceptualization of audio description in the 1970s, to WGBH’s creation of
Descriptive Video Services in the 1980s, the audio description industry has been on a steady
incline for the last half century [1]. In 2015, Netflix released Daredevil, a show with a blind
superhero protagonist, without any audio description for BLV viewers [23]. This issue was faced
with extreme scrutiny, and was rectified within days of the initial release. Over the last seven
years, Netflix alone has described over 1100 titles [3], and many other streaming services have
begun offering AD as well. In tandem, the interdisciplinary research area of audio description
and accessibility has proliferated and grown significantly.

My research builds extensively on literature on audio description writing and visual question
answering. Existing literature regarding AD examines user experiences with audio description,
the automation of creating audio description, and tools with which sighted writers can create AD.
However, they do not evaluate the ways in which BLV writers interact with audio description
writing systems; as such, this work is the first investigation into providing equal access to AD
creation by designing and creating tools to support BLV audio description writers. By
synthesizing BLV perspectives and needs regarding audio description writing, this paper
identifies ways in which emerging technology and innovative user interactions can support
societal change and the inclusion of the blind and low vision community.

Audio Description Writing and Preferences
Although audio description is not a new concept, it is an emerging research area within the
subfields of HCI and accessibility. Prior work has attempted to improve audio description quality
and quantity through multiple avenues, including tools and interfaces to help sighted AD writers
[16]. Another system, CineAD [6], automatically generates AD for movies by leveraging data
about speech gaps and video content based on the original script and subtitles. Through
VerbalEyes [11], a system that generates AD via automated keyframe detection and description,
Jiang et al. found that BLV audiences have varied preferences for audio description brevity,
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voices, and audio mixing, and that automated audio description is serviceable, but not ideal, for
BLV audiences.

Regarding the importance of including humans in the process of creating quality audio
description tracks, Yuksel et al. [27] reported that a human-in-the-loop machine learning
approach was effective at reducing barriers for creating AD. Similarly, ViScene, a collaborative
audio description writing tool that enables BLV or sighted script reviewers to contribute to
creating non-professional audio descriptions, was shown to decrease costs for creating AD [15].
However, these works are all conducted in a framework that identifies sighted humans as the
primary writers of audio description scripts, focusing solely on the benefits of partial automation
of AD creation for sighted writers – they do not fully explore how to engage BLV writers in the
AD writing process itself.

Visual Question Answering for Audio Description
More recent work has applied state-of-the-art visual question answering systems to augment
BLV audio description experiences. Using two AI-driven tools, NarrationBot and InfoBot, Ihorn et
al. [9] examined the impact of combining baseline and on-demand descriptions (through VQA)
on BLV audiences’ video watching experiences. Their usability studies with 26 BLV people
showed that a combination of the two tools was most effective for enhancing their
understanding, enjoyment, and agency, but any permutation of the tools was still helpful to end
users. This prior work is one of the first to integrate VQA into audio description context.
However, this paper does not approach it from an AD writing perspective; my thesis expands on
these ideas of providing baseline and on-demand descriptions to examine how to improve the
experience of BLV audio description writers. This work specifically focuses on prototyping an
accessible interface to facilitate audio description writing and understanding the context desired
or needed by blind and low vision AD writers.

Study Design

Preliminary Investigation
I began my background research by conducting a literature review of prior audio description
writing system research. While existing AD-related research begins to scratch the surface of the
ad-hoc description needs of BLV audiences when watching videos without AD, there is little
research into how BLV individuals undergo the process of writing audio descriptions.

After understanding the AD research landscape, I interviewed current BLV audio description
writers to better understand their workflows and current processes for writing AD. I conducted
interviews with two BLV audio description writers who have contributed to industry-level audio
description scripts. From the preliminary interviews, I identified that current AD writing systems
are inaccessible and that BLV writers seek to have a detailed objective understanding of
characters, background settings, and cross-frame actions prior to crafting artistic descriptions.
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Design Goals
Based on my preliminary research, I derived a set of functionality design goals for a system for
blind and low vision audio describers. This system must:

- Be accessible to blind and low vision users. A lack of accessibility in the prototyped
system must not hamper participants’ audio description writing experience. Blind and low
vision individuals have the right to use a system that will be accessible based on their
preferred input modalities.

- Support navigation throughout a video. Participants must have a simple and
accessible method of navigating through a video to facilitate timecode retrieval and
targeted video rewatching.

- Provide context regarding a video’s visuals. As the audio description writing process
is grounded by semi-objective visual observations, participants must have a means of
gathering and understanding the visual aspects of a video.

System Design and Implementation

Prototype
To facilitate the co-design process, I created a prototype to test with end users. This system,
named AccessibleAD, is a web-based platform with features designed to streamline the audio
description writing process. During semi-structured interviews and usability tests, I evaluated
three key features, which are as follows:

- A written transcript,
- Baseline descriptions (main objects, people, spatial relations and interactions between

them, actions and movement, on-screen text, settings, costumes, and lighting), and
- On-demand descriptions (accessed by asking quantifiable or yes / no questions at any

point in the video).

Current machine learning (ML) and VQA technology cannot yet support a quality AD writing
experience. As such, all of the features for the prototype were created via a Wizard of Oz
method (written by a human but read via a synthesized voice) to better understand users’
perspectives on accessible features and workflows before creating a fully automated system.

Due to the limitations of conducting and observing virtual user studies with the prototype,
participants’ primary mode of interaction was through voice commands. Users who wished to
use keyboard shortcuts were able to send keyboard commands through the “chat” feature
native to the meeting platform.

Chosen Videos
Participants were asked to audio describe two short clips from Disney Pixar movies, Inside Out -
Disgust and Anger (abundant dialogue) and Ratatouille - Remy Fixes the Soup (minimal
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dialogue). The difference in dialogue density between the two videos allowed for two distinct AD
writing experiences during the study. Brief descriptions of both video clips are included below.

Inside Out follows the journey of five personified emotions of a young pre-teen girl upon moving
cities. From IMDb, the synopsis of the movie is as follows: “After young Riley is uprooted from
her Midwest life and moved to San Francisco, her emotions - Joy, Fear, Anger, Disgust and
Sadness - conflict on how best to navigate a new city, house, and school.” The one-minute clip
[17] presented to interview participants was a flashback of Riley as a young child at dinnertime,
during which her parents attempt to feed her broccoli (which later becomes her least favorite
food). Within her mind, a cavernous purple room with glowing marbles representing memories
lining the wall, the five emotions debate on how to approach the unknown substance of broccoli.
Disgust, a stylish green sprite with sparkling green hair, first recognizes the broccoli and gags,
pressing a button on an emotion-controlling console that causes human Riley to flip her plate
and send the broccoli flying. A green marble rolls through a chute to join the memory bank,
indicating that a memory associated with disgust has just been created. When Riley’s father
states that Riley must eat dinner to receive dessert, Anger, a blocky red sprite, reacts
explosively. He aggressively slams two levers on the console as flames shoot out of the top of
his head, which translates to human Riley crying and throwing a tantrum and a red marble
joining the memory bank. Riley calms down once her father places the broccoli onto a spoon by
mimicking the spoon as if flying an airplane into her mouth. All five sprites gather around the
console in awe of the “airplane”, and a golden (happy) marble rolls into the memory bank.

Ratatouille centers on a Parisien rat who loves to cook. From IMDb, the synopsis of the movie is
as follows: “A rat who can cook makes an unusual alliance with a young kitchen worker at a
famous Paris restaurant.” The one-minute 25-second clip [18] presented to interview
participants was an early scene in which Remy, the rat, attempts to fix a foul-smelling soup in a
dimly-lit restaurant kitchen. He initially sniffs the soup, contemplates what additional ingredients
it needs, and then tosses in a small handful of those ingredients. He heads to the window, his
method of escape. However, he hesitates, enchanted by the idea of transforming the soup.
Gusteau, a late chef and Remy’s culinary idol, appears as a ghost to encourage him to take the
chance. Resolutely, Remy heads back into the kitchen, and starts first by adjusting the flame
underneath the soup pot. He then washes his hands with a droplet of water from the tap and
pushes translucent broth and heavy cream into the pot. He joyously sniffs and gathers
ingredients to add to the soup, ranging from what appear to be diced garlic, sliced leeks, cubed
potatoes, and dried thyme sprigs. Remy stirs and sniffs the soup, feeling satisfied about his
handiwork, just before the lights in the kitchen turn on to reveal a shocked young human chef,
Linguini. A senior chef storms into the kitchen asking for the soup, and Linguini traps Remy
underneath a colander.

Pre-Generated Descriptions
After reviewing each clip, I wrote baseline descriptions with minimal detail and maintained
objectivity as much as possible. These descriptions were then recorded with IBM’s Watson Text
to Speech engine to simulate the experience of receiving computer-generated descriptions. In
keeping with industry audio description conventions, I intentionally only wrote descriptions for
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areas in the video that did not contain dialogue. The Inside Out video contained four pre-written
descriptions, as compared to the five descriptions in the officially released AD, while Ratatouille
had ten existing descriptions, as compared to the 19 descriptions in the officially released AD.
Descriptions for Inside Out are shown in Table 1.1 and descriptions for Ratatouille are shown in
Table 1.2.

Timestamp Description

1 Riley sits in a high chair.

23 Riley flips her plate.

46 A marble rolls through a chute

57 Another marble rolls down.

Table 1.1. Pre-generated descriptions for Inside Out, including timestamps.

Timestamp Description

1 Remy sniffs the soup.

5 He tosses ingredients into the pot.

10 He looks back at the pot.

28 He reduces the flame under the pot

35 Remy washes his hands.

40 Broth and cream are poured into the soup pot.

49 He tosses more ingredients into the pot and smells the soup again.

64 He stirs herbs into the soup.

72 The lights turn on and a chef stares at him.

80 The chef traps Remy.

Table 1.2. Pre-generated descriptions for Ratatouille, including timestamps.
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Figure 1.1: Screenshot of the AccessibleAD prototype. Features available to describers include
navigation controls (play, pause, rewind, forward, timestamp, and replay) and description
controls (description, question, transcript). The log panel on the left side of the screen tracked
all user actions during the user study to facilitate later data analysis.

Study Methodology
To explore and understand the needs of blind and low vision audio description writers, I
conducted semi-structured interviews and usability studies one-on-one with each participant in
approximately one-hour long sessions, all of which were conducted remotely via Zoom.

Participants
Eight blind and low vision people with an interest in writing AD, including two people with prior
AD writing experience who identify as BLV audio description writers, participated in this study. I
recruited participants primarily through the newly established Audio Description community on
Twitter and snowball sampling. Participants were screened on the following criteria: they must
(1) identify as blind or low vision, (2) have watched audio described videos, and (3) be over 18
years of age. All participants were volunteers and were compensated for their time with a $30
gift card. Two interviewed participants did not ask questions during the audio description task or
did not write any audio descriptions with timestamps. These interviewees were excluded from
the data analysis, resulting in a total of six blind and low vision participants for this study.
Participant IDs, visual acuity, and their prior AD writing experience (in the participants’ own
words) are shared in Table 1.3.
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ID Visual Acuity Prior AD Writing Experience

1 Fully blind None

2 Fully blind Writes AD by co-watching and asking questions with a
sighted person

3 Low vision None

4 Totally blind Not much; bits and pieces for work

5 Low partial vision Has written AD for documentaries

6 Low vision None

Table 1.3: Participant IDs, visual acuity, and prior AD writing experience.

Procedure and Study Design
The study consisted of three primary parts. First, I asked participants of their opinions and
preferences related to any audio description they have consumed in the past, as well as
questions about their audio description writing experience. All of the questions in the first part
were intended to uncover areas in which current professionally produced audio description is
insufficient and identify information that BLV audiences consistently seek in audio described
videos. Specific question probes included:

- What is your experience like with audio description? What do you like about it and what
do you wish was better?

- What information is important to you in an audio description script?
- What do you think would be helpful for you to have access to when writing audio

descriptions?

Second, I shared my screen and asked participants to audio describe two videos using
AccessibleAD, which provided BLV users with baseline descriptions and the opportunity to ask
quantifiable or yes / no questions at any point during the video. To introduce the task, I
explained how participants could interact with the system using voice commands, explained
which navigation and description controls were available, and clarified the way in which baseline
descriptions could be accessed. Participants were given 15 minutes to describe each video, and
it was made clear that they did not need to finish writing their descriptions, nor fix typos or
grammar, within this timeframe.

The first video that participants described was a one-minute long clip from the 2015 Disney
Pixar movie Inside Out and the latter was a one-minute and 25-second clip from the 2007
Disney Pixar movie Ratatouille. For participants that were unfamiliar with the clips, defined as
having given a rating of 5 / 10 or lower when asked how familiar they were with this movie, I
provided them with a synopsis from IMDb to give brief context into the clip and the characters
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present. I observed participants’ interactions and experiences with the prototype when
describing these videos, and logged all of their actions and questions for further analysis.

Third, I asked follow-up questions about participants’ thoughts on the audio description process
and how to improve their overall experience with audio description. The interview closed with
participants sharing their thoughts on their reactions to blind and low vision people serving as
audio description writers, including questions such as “Are you interested in writing audio
descriptions? How has this changed since before engaging in the audio description task?” and
“What do you think would be helpful for increasing involvement of BLV writers and creatives in
audio description production pipelines?”. Participants also discussed ways that they believed
would be helpful to combat current stigmas against BLV people. The full study protocol is
included as part of the supplemental materials.

Data Analysis
For the data analysis, I drew on principles of grounded theory to perform thematic analysis on
the interview transcripts. I placed a focus on understanding the attributes of audio description
that they believed to be important and their experiences with writing audio description with the
prototyped system. In identifying themes related to how participants’ approaches to audio
description, I aggregated the questions that participants asked during the description task by
question type (clarifying a sound, quantitative, yes or no questions, etc.) and question content
(asking about character identity, background noises, etc.). Lastly, I analyzed quantitative data
regarding participant satisfaction with audio description writing to understand the serviceability
of the system overall.

Study Findings
Observing users’ interactions and experiences with AccessibleAD when describing these
chosen videos identified unspoken needs of BLV audio description writers, and analysis of these
interview results aided in iterating on a design for a platform that better includes BLV writers in
industry audio description pipelines. From participant insights, I synthesize and present key
needs of blind and low vision audio description writers, which are primarily in regards to
obtaining additional context about the video’s visuals and having accessible interactions with the
system.

Context Required for Audio Description Writing
Four of the six study participants sought more detail about specific elements in each video to
provide context for their description writing. Through analyzing their questions and reactions to
the pre-generated audio description tracks, I identified four major components of context that
are necessary for and / or desired by blind and low vision writers.
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Character Descriptions
In alignment with the commonly expressed desire for more description of characters’ physical
appearances, half of the participants (N = 3) asked about the identities of the characters on
screen. Questions about character attributes included inquiries about a character’s race, age, or
even their expressions and body language. For example, P1 emphasized the necessity of
describing race for giving insight into a character’s actions and the way they may be treated by
others. P1 inquired about the races of the characters, which reflected in their final description
script.

“00: Riley, a Caucasian baby sits in a high chare for dinner with her parents and 5
humonoid charectors representing the emotions of disgust, anger, joy, sadness and fear”
(P1, sic)

Furthermore, despite being relatively unfamiliar with the film, P5’s questions about color usage
in Inside Out revealed how color is utilized to indicate which emotion is being expressed.

Question: What does disgust look like? // Answer: Green sprite, green skin, green hair,
long eyelashes

“00:00:22 Green Disgust stands before the others.
00:00:46 Red Anger presses down a lever and a red marvel rolls down a shoot.” (P5,
sic)

Action Descriptions
In Ratatouille, questions about character descriptions were not as abundant as in Inside Out,
which can likely be attributed to the main character of the clip being Remy, a rat, rather than a
person. Instead, a majority of participants (N = 4) asked for further details regarding the
character’s actions. Some questions were intended to fill in gaps in the pre-generated AD -
some participants (N = 2) asked about any actions that they missed during a lengthy gap
between 49 and 64 seconds in the Ratatouille clip. Other questions sought to gather more
context about the actions the pre-generated audio descriptions had begun to detail.

While the pre-generated audio description stated, “He tosses ingredients into the pot” at 5
seconds and “He tosses more ingredients into the pot and smells the soup again” at 49
seconds, three interviewees expressed curiosity about the types and quantity of ingredients that
were described. For example, after hearing this description, P2 rewound the video to 46
seconds and proceeded to ask about the specific ingredients that Remy gathered. These details
were reflected directly in P2’s resulting script.

“42: Reemy pours leaks, garlic potatoes, into the pot.” (P2, sic)

Lastly, one participant inquired about how or why the character was doing the action described.
In P5’s descriptions for Inside Out, as a follow up to their questions about how to describe
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Disgust, they asked, “What is her expression and what is she doing with her body?”. These
questions about Disgust’s demeanor enabled P5 to show, rather than tell, the audience more
about the character’s personality.

Settings
In addition to valuing foreground details, such as characters’ identities and their actions,
participants also asked about the background settings of each scene. Two participants
mentioned that having information about the scene background or location was important to
them in an audio description script. After one pass of the pre-generated audio descriptions for
Ratatouille, which ends with a mention of the lights turning on, both P3 and P1 immediately
inquired about the setting of the scene. For P1, these details were included in the first line of
their final description script, indicating their opinion on the importance of this information for
establishing context for viewers.

Q: The lights are off for the whole scene? // A: Dimly lit
Q: Commercial kitchen? Professional restaurant? // A: Yes

“00: A rat, Remi is cooking over a stove in a dimly lit resteront kitchin” (P1, sic)

More participants asked about the background settings for the Ratatouille clip than the Inside
Out clip, but P3 asked a question about the location in which the characters were convening in
Inside Out as well.

Q: Which place is this? // A: Emotions are in her mind, purple

Clarifying Sound Effects
Interview participants also built on the audio cues present in the video, using sound effects and
the tones of the dialogue to understand the full meaning of a scene. In the Inside Out clip,
notable sound effects included the clinking of marbles and Riley’s temper tantrum. Both of these
sounds were alluded to in the pre-generated descriptions as “marbles rolling down a chute” and
“Riley flipping a plate”, respectively. However, the sound alone was not enough to capture who
was completing this action, the purpose of each visual element, or exactly what was happening.
For example, during the first play of the video, P2 heard a clinging sound and rewound the video
to clarify what it was.

Q: Cling that I heard at 20 seconds - that was silverware hitting a plate? // A: Yes (P2)

Additionally, when P5 was writing descriptions for Inside Out, they asked about audio cues from
varying character voices and sound effects. The sound of Riley crying was misinterpreted by P5
to be the sound of a screeching cat, and their question helped them clarify their understanding
of the actions and emotions of each character.
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Q: When he says right after you eat this, is he throwing a cat? // A: Anger is red and
slamming a lever on a console, fire exploding out of his head, Riley starts crying (P5)

Figure 2.1: Left: Anger, a blocky red emotion sprite, slams levers on the console as flames erupt
from his head. Right: Riley, the human, cries after almost being fed broccoli. These two frames
are shown in succession in the clip, but the audio cues were not fully clear to BLV writers.

Missed Context
The official audio described versions of both clips, available on the Disney+ streaming service,
provided slightly more detail in their AD than participants were able to create during the study.
This is due greatly to the involvement of trained professional audio description writers and the
lack of a time limit for writing the descriptions. The official descriptions for Inside Out [19] were
fairly sparse as a result of the dense dialogue, and BLV study participants largely captured the
same information in their written descriptions.

For Ratatouille, a clip with significantly less dialogue and therefore more time for audio
description [20], there were more differences between the official AD and the details noted by
BLV participants. The vast majority of details were descriptors of minor actions, such as
describing the soup simmering on the stove to be a “bubbling soup” and characterizing Remy as
taking a “satisfied whiff”. The official AD track’s description of Remy as he made the decision to
fix the soup indicated one key area that was not queried about by BLV participants. The
description stated: “Remy’s ears flatten back against his head as he gazes with a determined
stare”, while none of the participants included this non-audible detail. Although this detail is not
critical to understanding the overall meaning of the scene, this prompts questions about ways to
surface certain details to BLV writers if they lack additional cues.

Accessible Features
Due to the inaccessibility of AD writing interfaces, BLV writers often do not have the support that
they need to contribute meaningfully to this process, contributing greatly to negative stigmas
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surrounding BLV audio description writers. In this section, I identify which features are
accessible, efficient, and effective for blind and low vision AD writers.

Pre-generated baseline audio description tracks are effective ways to provide blind and low
vision AD writers with additional context about the visuals of a video. During the audio
description task, most interviewees (N = 5) requested to listen to all of the pre-generated audio
descriptions to build an understanding of the video’s context. Four of the five participants who
requested the full description track to be played preferred for the descriptions to be played
within their first or second pass, while the last participant began listening to all descriptions on
their fifth pass of the video. The only participant who elected to not listen to the entire set of
pre-generated audio descriptions reported that they were already familiar with both clips, rating
Inside Out at 8 / 10 and Ratatouille as 6 / 10.

However, pre-generated AD is not enough to provide full information access. When describing
what information was important to her in an AD script, P5 stated: “I just want full access to what
someone… just because they have a functioning pair of eyeballs, has access to.” VQA support
must also be integrated into AD writing systems to build on the context afforded by audio cues
and baseline descriptions, as this allows BLV writers to clarify additional uncertainties and write
descriptions based on information that they believe is critical to their and the audience’s
understanding.

Another pain point that was expressed by a current audio description writer related to the
formatting of the final script, a logistical portion of the audio description writing process that is
rarely explored. The current process of formatting a script for narration is inaccessible and
frustrating to screen reader users, and could be streamlined through automatically attaching
timestamps to description tracks when they are written.

Lastly, many interview participants gave feedback regarding their usage and interactions with
the prototype. While two participants specifically liked the voice control interface, two
participants expressed that they would have appreciated additional input methods, including
keyboard shortcuts. In particular, P2 Having multiple input methods and control mechanisms
enables participants to choose whichever method of use is most natural for them, which can
also greatly boost efficiency and accessibility in the long run.

Quantitative Feedback

Description Satisfaction
During the interview, participants were asked to rate their satisfaction with their descriptions for
both the Inside Out and Ratatouille clips. They gave a rating of 5.42 / 10 for Inside Out on
average, with three interviewees rating their satisfaction at 7 / 10. Two participants cited the
abundant dialogue of the Inside Out clip as a primary reason why they did not write as many
descriptions as they thought would be helpful for full understanding. Additionally, as the Inside
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Out clip was presented first, the moderate learning curve of the system also minorly interfered
with participants’ writing efforts and reflected in their satisfaction ratings.

Participants rated their satisfaction with their Ratatouille descriptions at 6.92 / 10 on average,
with all participants giving their Ratatouille descriptions the same rating or higher than their
Inside Out descriptions. Half of the participants acknowledged that the minimal dialogue in
Ratatouille afforded them more space and flexibility to write descriptions, but some still wished
for greater detail and accuracy in their descriptions to feel fully satisfied.

Table 2.1 lists the full set of participant ratings for Inside Out and Ratatouille.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Average

Inside Out 3.5 7 7 4 7 4 5.42

Ratatouille 7.5 7 9 4 8 6 6.92

Average 5.5 7 8 4 7.5 5

Table 2.1: Participant ratings of their satisfaction for the descriptions that they wrote for Inside
Out and Ratatouille. P1 shared approximate ratings, “3 to 4” and “7 to 8”, which are listed in the
table as 3.5 and 7.5.

Overall Satisfaction
When asked to rate their satisfaction with the system overall on a scale from 1-10, participants
gave a rating of 6.58 / 10 on average. Two interviewees found the audio description task to be
difficult given the time constraints due to their lack of prior experience with writing AD, but a
majority of participants liked the overall system design and its intuitive features. P2, a current
audio description writer, noted that they took some time to get used to the system interface.
However, they also acknowledged applications of this system towards their current AD work:
“after I learned how the software works and everything, I love it”.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Average

Satisfaction 5.5 9 7 8 5 5 6.58

Table 2.2: Participant ratings of their satisfaction with the system overall. P1 shared an
approximate rating of “5 to 6”, which is listed in the average 5.5.

Discussion
This work presents the first systematic investigation of BLV writers’ needs in writing audio
description and is the first to codesign audio description writing platforms with BLV users. In the
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following sections, I discuss the technical requirements for implementing automated AD writing
systems, potential harms and technology misuse, and the implications of developing technology
for blind and low vision audio description writers.

Design Considerations

Visual Question Answering Datasets
The tasks of being able to generate video descriptions and answers to visual questions are
nontrivial, and both are actively expanding research areas. Regarding design considerations for
VQA systems in particular, it is important to utilize VQA datasets that contain relevant image and
question training data. VizWiz-VQA [8] is a dataset composed of pictures taken by BLV users,
questions that BLV users had about the pictures, and answers sourced by sighted users. This
serves as an example of an existing dataset that can be directly applied to automating the
answering of queries by BLV audio description writers, as the dataset is tailored to the types of
questions that BLV individuals typically ask.

Furthermore, the VizWiz-VQA-Grounding dataset [7] can be helpful in AD contexts as well.
Grounding refers to locating and returning the area within an image that is used to answer the
question. As found through the user study, BLV audio description writers seek additional context
about character descriptions, action descriptions, and settings. These aspects of context can be
conveyed through direct visuals, but can also be implied through the framing of the video or can
be enhanced by knowing the spatial relations of characters or actions. For example, when
describing Inside Out, P2’s questions about the direction and speed of the marble could be
more easily answered by training a model on the VizWiz-VQA-Grounding dataset.

Advancing research in machine learning, computer vision, and deep learning can greatly
improve outcomes of automated audio description generation, but it is unlikely that removing
humans from the loop altogether will lead to high quality AD. As such, the need for BLV
involvement in audio description writing persists. For developing platforms to make writing AD
accessible to BLV writers, it is critical that the VQA systems in place are trained on datasets that
also prioritize the needs of BLV users.

Potential Harms with Automated Audio Description
As with any technology, it is important to address ethical considerations related to the misuse or
abuse of the technology. While creating pre-generated audio descriptions can be helpful for both
BLV and sighted writers, automated audio descriptions may contain incorrect information that
may not be easily detected by BLV writers or audiences. When ML is used for automatically
generating baseline descriptions, I propose reporting a confidence level alongside the
automatically created descriptions to signal the approximate accuracy of the generated
descriptions.
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Additionally, for studios which hope to increase the quantity but not the quality of the audio
description that they produce, they may misuse AD technologies as “weapons for compliance”
[9]. Studios, such as Amazon Prime Video, are notorious for using text-to-speech technology in
lieu of human voice talents, a production decision that is criticized by BLV audiences for being
jarring and unenjoyable for entertainment content [14]. Blind and low vision viewers state: “audio
description is too important to treat it like an afterthought. We need our content providers to treat
AD as if it was as vital as the main audio track.” [4] If current human processes are further
replaced by automation, this may lead to thoroughly unusable final products even if these poorly
created accommodations will enable studios to adhere to increasingly strict accessibility
regulations.

Advancing the Audio Description Industry
Despite its recent and rapid growth, the audio description industry is still largely inaccessible.
The “curb-cut effect” states that designing accessible technologies for disabled people can have
universal benefits [5]. Pre-generated descriptions alone often do not provide enough context for
BLV writers to create engaging and artistic descriptions. Visual question answering support,
whether through a sighted assistant or state-of-the-art machine learning and computer vision
technology, can greatly help with filling in gaps and giving writers more freedom and flexibility.

While sighted description writers may not expressly need pre-generated descriptions or visual
question answering systems, these adaptations for understanding and accessing a video in an
alternative way can be greatly beneficial for any describer to identify key visual elements or to
break a video into more manageable segments. Introducing technology, such as VQA, into the
audio description industry can be incredibly valuable as long as AD creators prioritize
description quality and the needs of the BLV community.

Stigma
All participants expressed their staunch support for increasing the involvement of blind and low
vision creatives in audio description production pipelines. Regarding the personal impacts of
being able to write audio descriptions, P6 cited staying up to date as an important reason for
BLV writers to be included, while P3 noted that he thought writing audio descriptions would be a
valuable and positive way for him to contribute to his community. However, despite recognizing
great value in technological augmentations of AD, P2 also remarked that changing the societal
perception of BLV writers is just as critical – “these tools are not a solution to each and every
problem; they are just a tool”.

Furthermore, participants also shared the broader impact of being involved in AD pipelines as a
blind or low vision person. As someone who does not watch videos without audio description
anymore, P5 advocated for the increased agency of blind and low vision writers in description
workflows, and expressed her frustration with existing audio description scripts. Despite the
good intentions of sighted description writers, they mentioned how “there’s a real, big kind of
historical problem where… [disabled peoples’] experiences need to be sanitized” (P5), leaving
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BLV audiences with unequal information about gory or otherwise explicit scenes that sighted
viewers had access to. While recent amendments to existing descriptions, as well as a shifting
culture, have begun to remediate these issues of unequal access, it is critical for BLV writers to
helm these culture shifts and push for greater audio description quality and quantity.

P4, who has been using audio description since the early 1990s, shared a similar viewpoint as
the other participants. He noted that he had previously only written descriptions for videos he
was extremely familiar with, such as videos that he created himself. However, he was interested
in broadening his audio description writing repertoire, and was encouraged by the
straightforward prototype that provided greater access to visual content. He stated: “Blind
people can author audio description scripts. Adaptations are required, but it’s no different than
modifications which allow people with disabilities to accomplish all manner of tasks and jobs.
There is room for blind people to fill these roles, and in fact, we should be filling these roles
given that we know best what blind people want in AD.” (P4)

The disability rights rallying cry, “nothing about us without us,” rings truer than ever as
technology and digital video content becomes more ingrained into every aspect of everyday life.
The stigma against blind and low vision audio description scriptwriters, held by BLV and sighted
people alike, must be eliminated. Originally created by BLV people for BLV people, audio
description has proliferated and grown to become a major industry. This industry must respect,
empower, uplift, and employ blind and low vision creatives in the audio description creation
process to achieve full parity, equality, and excellence.

Limitations
My work in understanding blind and low vision writers’ experiences with a prototyped audio
description system has several limitations. Firstly, due to the virtual nature of the interview
setup, as well as to facilitate data collection on questions and actions, I operated the prototype
based on participants’ vocalized commands instead of allowing participants to navigate the
system on their own. As such, participants did have as much freedom or flexibility that they
could have had when using the prototype on their own, which could have negatively impacted
participants’ satisfaction with the system.

Secondly, as the question and answer system was executed by a human rather than a computer
in a Wizard of Oz fashion, the detailed answers provided for the questions that participants
asked are unrepresentative of what is currently possible by state-of-the-art visual question
answering systems. This thesis does not fully evaluate how automated visual question
answering systems will perform in context, and instead focuses more on the types of questions
that can arise in audio description writing scenarios.

Lastly, the small number of participants (N = 6) included in this study limits the generalizability of
the results. Next steps for this work include deploying a system that can be navigated by BLV
users on their own devices and integrating automated visual question answering systems to
fully explore independent writing possibilities.
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Future Work
Exploring technological solutions in an unconsidered space for increasing BLV involvement can
greatly impact future efforts for the necessary inclusion of disabled users. Regarding next steps,
I am integrating my research findings to the development of VerbalEyes, an end-to-end audio
description creation platform made with BLV creatives in mind. By including accessible features
such as keyboard shortcuts and accessible script formatting, I hope to streamline the processes
of experienced and novice BLV audio description writers. Blind and low vision talents may also
become involved in AD pipelines as quality control consultants, narrators, audio mixers, and
directors. This work informs future explorations in co-designing accessible technologies with
end users, which can be in the area of audio description, closed captioning, or other means of
information access. Alongside making technical strides, I also plan to continue advocating for
the involvement of BLV talents in AD to work towards eliminating the harmful and discriminatory
stigma surrounding disabled creatives.

Figure 3.1: A screenshot of the VerbalEyes studio interface, featuring the Ratatouille video.

Conclusion
Despite being critical to providing video access for blind and low vision audiences, a vast
majority of today’s video content lacks audio description. BLV writers are limited in the ways
they can participate and contribute to current audio description pipelines due to harmful stigmas
and inaccessible AD writing technology. This thesis introduces the usage of visual question
answering models in the context of creating audio descriptions, uncovers perspectives from the
BLV community regarding the visual context that is important for them to write artistic audio
descriptions, and explores ways in which advancing technology can be used to reduce stigmas
and further disability inclusion. My findings indicate that the blind and low vision community is
interested in becoming involved in the AD creation pipeline, and that they are frustrated by the
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lack of opportunities and access to do so. The context that is most important to BLV creatives,
both as writers and viewers, takes the form of character descriptions, action descriptions,
settings, and clarifying sound effects. Accessible features that are necessary for access include
baseline pre-generated audio descriptions, visual question answering support, and multiple
modes of input. This investigation also discusses ways to reduce the stigma against BLV
creatives, potential ramifications of this technology and these designs, and ways in which this
research work can be translated into real-world applications and impacts. This work extends
previous audio description and accessibility research to provide new insights into co-designing
technology to support the BLV community and to push for societal change.
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